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Strip-Till Floating Row Cleaners
♦

Spring Down Pressure to reduce
bounce and prevent riding
over heavy trash

♦

♦
♦

Pulling the units allows
them to work properly
in all field conditions

Greaseless linkage bearings
for long wearing, trouble free
performance

Height adjusts to assure
maximum performance
and prevent gouging in
loose soils

Available for Case/DMI
Strip-Till and Anhydrous Toolbars

♦

Sunco Saber Tooth
“No-Plug” Row Cleaners

The ONLY Trash Discs
- All the others
are

. . . just wheels !

How To Move Trash Without Plugging
A New Solution For An Old Problem
Farming in Trash Requires the Right Equipment

Leaving more residue when strip tilling or applying anhydrous ammonia to prevent wind and water erosion is a necessary
and accepted farming practice. How to move the trash and make an acceptable seed bed has been a problem. Smooth
or notched discs move too much soil, causing unwanted planting depressions and leaving the seed bed susceptible to
crusting. Finger wheels have no concavity and when placed at an angle skid through the soil, which can bend teeth, and
tend to push and wrap trash.
Sunco Strip Till Floating Row Cleaners solve the problems of strip tilling in heavy residue with their industry exclusive Disc Concavity, Swept Back Tooth Design, and Disc Separation allowing implements
to work in the toughest residue conditions without plugging.

Now available with standard 13” discs or optional 18” discs

Heavy Duty
Cast Hubs
With 2 Triple
Seal Bear-

Available for Blu Jet Anhydrous and Strip Till toolbars

ings

Specifications
Discs - 13” with swept back teeth
Optional 18” with swept back teeth
Hub - heavy duty cast, 6 bolt
Bearings - 2 high quality triple seal
Adjustment - floating with pin type in
1/4” increments
Weights:
Discs & Stem Assembly - 25 lbs.
Mount Brackets and
Parallel Linkage
- 25-34 lbs.
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See Your Local Sunco Trash Disc Dealer

P.O. Box 1068
North Platte, NE 69103
(308) 532-2146

(Specifications and Design Subject to Change Without Notice)
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